
Les Galets Red
Crozes Hermitage [Croze-air-me-taj]

Domaine Les Hauts Chassis

The Hauts Châssis estate is in the middle of the locality called “Les Hauts
Châssis” in the south of the Crozes Hermitage appellation area. It has
been in existence for 3 generations and the current owner Franck
FAUGIER has been the winemaker since 2003. The equipment is modern
(stainless steel vats) but the estate is run with an eye to tradition. Franck
prefers mechanical soil cultivation methods, reasoned pest control, green
harvesting and leaf-stripping by hand. Maturing is adapted to the structure
of the grape.

100% Syrah

The Hauts Châssis estate is in the middle of the locality called "Les Hauts
Châssis" in the south of the Crozes Hermitage appellation area. Its soils have
big stones which absorb the heat all day long and give it off again at night. Big
round stones of Alpine diluvium to a depth of 50 to 80cm with coarse sand
and red clay . Vines : 20 to 40 years old - 29,65 acres - Yield : 35 HL/Ha

Cold pre-fermentation maceration for 3-4 days (6°C); alcoholic fermentation at
30-32°C with pumping over and punching, warm maceration (30°C) for 12-20
days before the must is drained off warm into barrels used from 2 to 6 times
(malolactic fermentation in barrels).

Matured for 12 months then blended and bottled the following autumn.

Clear very deep crimson and purple. An expressive nose of spice, fruit and
jam with vanilla, Havana tobacco, cacao, liquorice, black cherry, morello
cherry, blackcurrant and blackberry. A full warm fruity well-balanced mouth
with fine lively tannins giving it a good long finish.

This vintage will go well with loin of lamb, white meat, saddle of rabbit, guinea
fowl, etc.

4-7 years.

2011 85 Wine Advocate
2012 90 Wine Spectator
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